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ABOUT US

Dijla Clearing & Forwarding LLC is a foremost Freight Forwarding Company and
a leading Customs Clearance Service Provider headquartered in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates. Established in 2011, we have carved an unequaled niche of
excellence by providing superior, top-quality shipping services to our esteemed
customers. Since its establishment over a decade ago, Dijla Shipping has raised
the bar high by meeting and surpassing clients' expectations while spreading its
tentacles worldwide by establishing offices in China, Iraq, Turkey, India & Canada.

We have built robust, reliable, and efficient business networks and partnerships
worldwide, providing superior door-to-door global shipping services and logistics
solutions that meet our client's specific needs, requirements, and demands. In
addition, we manage all cargo sizes globally, delivering with the highest level of
effectiveness and accuracy to meet the highest levels of customer satisfaction.

Dijla Shipping is composed of a team of highly skilled, exceptionally professional
management personnel with decades of experience in the shipping and logistics
industry. Our team is passionate about attending to client requirements wherever
and whenever the occasion demands. We understand the relevance of shipping
and transportation to the smooth running and the overall success of any business.
We at Dijla take this task to a new level of result-oriented execution.

Creativity, innovation, and excellence are our watchwords. These guiding
principles distinguish us and propel us to provide the safest and most efficient
shipping solutions. We deliver our cargoes in perfect condition handing them over
intact to valued customers. With key offices in various countries, strong
connections with agents around the globe, and through our membership with
world-renowned networks like WCA, FIATA & NAFL organizations, we ensure the
company’s core values of honesty, transparency, and efficiency are always
maintained.

India - Turkey - Canada



To be the most trusted freight company globally, delivering premium logistics solutions, and effectively accomplishing end-to-end

shipment services while simplifying shipping procedures by applying the most efficient and sustainable shipping strategies, which

are both competitive and cost-efficient.

To protect the interest of our clients and ensure accelerated service delivery through the establishment of global alliances, while

meeting the demands of clients in the most appropriate and timely manner.

Priorities – Finding the right solutions and handling the shipments in a flexible and urgent way possible to ensure the comfort and
satisfaction of the customer.

Innovations – Open to discovering and utilizing new shipping technologies to maintain excellence in providing affordable and
efficient logistics services.

Ethics & Transparency – Guarantees a high level of professionalism in all business dealings with honesty and transparency as
always observed and implemented

Efficiency – Adopting an appropriate and most effective approach to deliver all goods and services in a timely and productive
manner.

Teamwork- Coordination and communication are common practices within the organization and sharing opinions and acceptance
of diverse cultures are some of the principles of our development.



Ocean Freight

Our Services
We at Dijla Clearing & Forwarding LLC present an expansive network to

many locations for all types of cargo commonly moved around the globe.

We provide a complete array of sea freight services, from door-to-door to

tracking and managing shipping documentation. We also offer services

for all types of containers: standard, high cube, flat rack, open, reefer,

and particular kinds of containers. In addition, our team of experienced

technocrats offers customized solutions to manage all our client’s
requirements, from a less-than-container load (LCL) to full container

loads (FCL), including oversized equipment and cargo. At Dijla Shipping,

you can assess a single source to manage your ocean freight services

worldwide. Some of our customized port-to-port or door-to-door services

include:

• Full Container Load (FCL) Consolidation

• Less than Container Load (LCL) Consolidation

• Break Bulk Services

• Roll on/ Roll off (Roro) Ship Services
• Comprehensive Documentation Service including customs

• Oversize & Special projects

• Air Freight

• Land Transportation



Full Container Load (FCL)

One of our services is the FCL worldwide sea freight with various containers such as

standard, high cube, flat rack, open type, reefer, and a particular type of container.

These services include managing and monitoring the booking, transit time, free time at
the destination, daily tracking, etc.

Less Than Container Load (LCL)

Dijla has come too far in making this service as accurate and convenient as possible for

those with fewer cargo containers, such as few pallets or boxes, etc. We have developed a

following up and measurement method system that makes worldwide

consolidation services very simple and convenient. Our LCL service brings economies of

scale and the cost benefits of FCL shipments to shippers of LCL cargo. LCL keeps goods

moving within the supply chain. Shipments can be sent as soon as they are ready rather than

waiting until you have a full container. This is an effective strategy for ensuring the swift

delivery of goods and cargo.



Breakbulk and RORO Vessels

A special shipment requires a particular type of shipping strategy. For example, one of our services is

shipping by breakbulk and Roll-on/ Roll-off (Roro) vessels. These types of vessels carry oversized

shipments or goods that must be loaded individually, and not in intermodal containers nor in bulk as all

types of trucks – jumbo bags, bags, bundles, crates, drums, or barrels such as oil and gas equipment,

construction cargo, grain, pipes, cement, cars, etc.



Air
Freight

Air cargo is one of the most integral and

influential goods transportation. It is also a vital

part of the global logistics network chain. At Dijla

Clearing & Forwarding LCC, we have built a

global airfreight solution with professional

clearing services that takes you above and

beyond. Our services include door-to-door and

airport-to-airport air cargo tracking with excellent

clearing and delivery. The benefits of air cargo

are speed and convenience. Air cargo can get

your shipment to its overseas destination within

a short space of time.



Dijla Clearing & Forwarding LLC is among the leading companies

providing international and local transportation logistics solutions. Dijla

is renowned for providing regular, full-load services door-to-door. In

addition, the company maintains flexible and tailor-made road services

to meet the customer’s needs. The Land Transportation department of

Dijla provides a one-stop solution for domestic and international

logistics services for fast, reliable, and flexible service delivery.

Services Offered:

• Container and small shipments (Transportation from Port to
Door)

• Land transportation between GCC countries
• Land transportation from Europe to Iraq via Turkey
• Border clearance

Land
Transport



CUSTOMS
CLEARANCE

Customs clearance is the focal point of shipping. This is

why we have crafted an effective customs clearance

strategy that ensures that clients’ goods and cargo get

delivered to their doorsteps as and when due. We

achieve this with over ten years of experience in customs

clearance and our general understanding of the laws of

the various countries we operate in. As a result, we
guarantee an efficient customs clearance service that

keeps our clients at peace while strategizing for them and

ensuring we deliver as we promise. We offer customs

clearance services for all import and export shipments.



CHINA

YIWU DIJLA INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO. LTD
Our lead office in China, Yiwu Dijla, has been providing top-notch shipping assistance 
to our China-based clients, offering unique services such as direct LCL and FCL. 
Since its establishment in 2017, Yiwu Dijla has changed the face of the shipping 
business in China, which is renowned as the world’s largest wholesale market for both 
small and large commodities and one of the world’s major trade hubs.

As the first expansion of Dijla Shipping Company outside of the Middle East, Yiwu Dijla
received a rousing reception in China and has enjoyed colossal patronage from 
nationals and non-nationals in the country with one of the largest economies in the 
world.

OTHER OFFICES: 
IRAQ

DHEFAF DIJLA FOR GENERAL TRANSPORTATION LLC
Since 2011, we have been providing exceptional shipping and customs clearance 
services in Iraq, which has become one of the Middle East’s most important markets 
in terms of business. Our offices in Baghdad, Basra, & Erbil are equipped with state-
of-the-art equipment and cover the entire country with our outstanding services. Our 
team of well-trained, thoroughbred professional personnel in Iraq has substantial 
experience and a rich background in shipping and logistics. The three offices in Iraq 
provide suitable logistics solutions for our valued clients, irrespective of the size, 
quantity, and enormity of customer needs.

Dhefaf Dijla uses a door-to-door service delivery system from anywhere in the world 
to Iraq. We have seaports in locations including Umm Qasr, Abu Flous, Al- Maaqal & 
Khor Al Zubair. Our land transportation entry points include Trebil, Safwan, and 
Northern. And our airport services include Basrah International Airport, Baghdad 
International Airport, and Erbil Airport.

INDIA

DIJLA SHIPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
Dijla Shipping India Pvt Ltd is the pioneering shipping company that revolutionized
door-to-door delivery services in India, taking shipping professionalism to a
different height. Established in 2019 in the heart of Mumbai, Dijla Shipping Private
India Ltd has and keeps fulfilling its promise of delivering its services with the
highest standards possible. With an indefatigable team of a seasoned, self-
motivated workforce, Dijla Shipping Private India Ltd is dedicated to satisfactorily
serving its innumerable clients with the utmost dignity. As Dijla Shipping India Pvt
Ltd keeps waxing stronger, it continues its operations without compromising
customer satisfaction.

Dijla India is also a member of the World Cargo Alliance (WCA), which creates
opportunities for freight businesses to offer services with maximum flexibility and
efficiency.



TURKEY

DICLE İSTANBUL NAKLİYE GIDA İNŞAT ELEKTRİK
SANAYİ VE TİCARET LIMITED ŞİRKETİ
Dijla Istanbul is one of the most trusted freight forwarding brands among businesses in
Turkey. Dijla Shipping established a branch in "The Land of Four Seasons" to cater to
increasing demands for high-quality shipping services that could deliver promptly, despite
the slow return to normalcy post covid. Internally, Dijla Istanbul has also become a
massive addition to the Dijla Group, delivering world-class services.

Providing services that include but are not limited to FTL, FCL, LCL, Air freight, clearance
at the border, and door-to-door shipping. At Dijla Istanbul, we understand how respected
our brand is as we give a good representation of the respected name of our parent
company, "Dijla Clearing & Forwarding LLC." In the consciousness of this and basking in
the excitement of what the future holds, we pledge to keep providing the best services
while aligning with Dijla Shipping's core values and commitment.

Ocean Freight

Land Transport

Air Freight

CANADA

DIJ SHIPPING INC
Covering the Western hemisphere, DIJ Shipping Inc Canada is a brand
preoccupied with fulfilling clients’ logistics desires to the fullest. With a
strategically situated office in the city of Toronto, DIJ Shipping Inc Canada is the
one-stop place for quality shipping solutions, covering North America. DIJ
Shipping Inc Canada has a profoundly strong base in the country, with allies
and partners in relevant industries, enhancing the smooth running of operations
and accelerated service delivery.



Dijla is the member of 
following organisations:

CONTACT US

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (HEADQUARTERS)
Dijla Clearing & Forwarding LLC
Address: Office 901, Nouf Tower, Port Saeed, Deira, Dubai, UAE PO Box 92417

Tel.: +97142507794

Fax: +97142507795

Contact No.: +971505566489

Email: info@dijlashipping.com

logistics@dijlashipping.com



CHINA

Yiwu Dijla International Trading Co. 
Ltd
Address: Unit 2, Building 83, Xinggang District, Yiwu, 
Zhejiang, China IQ Foreign Trade, China

Contact No.: 008617388139225 | 008617388139952  

Email:  logistics@dijlashipping.com

INDIA

Dijla Shipping Private Limited
Address: Office No. 23, 1st Floor, Shreeji Arcade, 
Almeda Road, Nr. Nitin Company Junction, 
Pancpakhadi Thane (W), Maharashtra – 400 602

Contact No.: +917400388884

Email: infoindia@dijlashipping.com,
blaise@dijlashipping.com

Contact
Us

IRAQ

Dhefaf Dijla for General 
Transportation LLC
Address: Al Rasafi Statue, Taha Complex, Baghdad

Contact No: +9647822209007

Email:   baghdad@dijlashipping.com

Other offices in Iraq: 

Basrah
Address: Al-Breha, behind Basrah Hotel

Contact No: +964 780 134 4534

Erbil
Address: Al-Qalaa, Sheikh Jooli street

Contact No.: +964 750 727 7497

mailto:logistics@dijlashipping.com
mailto:infoindia@dijlashipping.com


TURKEY

DICLE İSTANBUL NAKLİYE GIDA İNŞAT 
ELEKTRİK SANAYİ VE TİCARET LIMITED 
ŞİRKETİ
Address: VATAN TASIMACILIK TURIZIM VE TIC. LTD. STI. Atakoy 7-8-
9-10 KISIM MAH COBANCESME E-5 YANYOL CD N:2 BAKIRKOY / 
ISTANBUL

Contact No.: +905354674900 | +971505566489

Email: infoturkey@dijlashipping.com

CANADA

DIJ Shipping Inc
Address: 3395 Stocks Bridge Ave, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6M0B6

Contact No.: +16478858407

Email: sam.askar@dijshipping.ca

mailto:infoturkey@dijlashipping.com

